Chat Live with Dean Wegner on WeTV's Facebook Page, September 27, at 2pm EST
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Chat with Dean Wegner on Facebook, September 27, at 2pm EST. Come prepared with
all of your financial questions!
Leading Consumer Finance Expert Dean Wegner will be Answering Fans Questions of WeTVs hit Reality
Show "Downsized" with a LIVE Chat!
Online PR News â€“ 26-September-2011 â€“ In 2010, Todd and Laura Bruce reached out to financial planner
Dean Wegner for advice on how to live a wealthy life without spending large sums of money. This season
Dean is back! Hes giving the family as well as the WE tv audience some advice on stepping out of what he
calls "survival mode" and into "success mode."
Â
From financial loss to foreclosure to food stamps, Dean will be helping fans of WeTV with quick steps to
gaining financial independence with a "LIVE" chat on September 27th at 2:00 pm EST.
Â
Ask all of your financial questions or chat about the Bruce's struggles with financial decisions and their
progression through a financial experts assistance.
Â
Will the Bruce family be able to bounce back from (even) more unexpected blows? New episodes of
Downsized Tuesdays at 9|8c. Dean helps Laura and Todd to discuss their financial future don't miss it!
Â
Dean Wegner is a leading Consumer Finance Expert as well as a Certified Consumer Credit Counselor. With
over 16 years of experience, Dean has developed the reputation as someone who knows the answers to
tough questions. He is a member of 25 financial organizations, has spoken to over 3,000 people facing
economic hardships and has addressed the media over 500 times, including a cover story in USA Today.
Dean is a professional speaker with the National Speakers Association and a published author focusing on
financial recovery for the everyday person. He shares his expertise through his book, "Life After Foreclosure"
and as a national business coach for four years with The CORE Training.
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Currently, Dean resides in Arizona, where he continues his work and enjoys spending time with his three
wonderful daughters.
Helping people create balance and confidence through economic literacy is my passion - Dean Wegner
Â
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